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Radio Installation I

1. First cut two sail control lines    .

Main Sail Control Line    25”(65cm)

Jib Sail Control Line       30”(75cm)

2. Thread the control lines through 

front and rear winch line guides then 

try to reach the line inside the hull.  

Temporally secure the two ends on 

the deck and servo tray with tape to 

prevent the line loosened.

3. Refer to servo manual and install 

the servo mounting hardware then 

secure the servos in place.  Note 

the servo orientation.

4. Install the switch in place.

5. Connect the radio system 
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Radio Installation II
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1. Thread the clevises      on the 

pushrods then adjust and attach 

the clevises to the servo arm when 

servo and rudder are at neutral 

position.

2. Thread one end of the Jib Sail 

Control String to the servo drum. 

Make a Figure Eight Knot in the 

drum. Turn on the radio and make 

sure the control stick is full down 

then wind the string for two turns I 

the drum then place the drum o 

the winch servo.

3. Tie a Bowline Knot to the Swivel

     on the other end of the control  

zstring. Keep the string about 

5/16”(8mm) out of the front winch 

line guide(the length is string only 

not includes the swivel ). Note: the 

less turns of string in the drum the 

less chance for string to be out of 

the groove.

4. Do the same procedure on the 

Main Sail Control String but keep 

the string about 3/4”( 20mm) out of 

the rear winch line guide(the 

length is string only not includes 

the swivel ).

5. Do the sail adjustment in page 

20 after you satisfied with the 

adjustment then secure the drum 

with the screw comes with the 

servo. Next secure the Winch 

Servo Cover      with two Standoff 

     and 3x25mm Wood Screws     .    

You will need to trim two notches 

for the strings to go.
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